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U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Washington, D.C. 20528 

| | | | Homeland 
*W$ Security 

Privacy Office, Mail Stop 0550 

February 7, 2008 

Ms. Marcia Hofmann 
Electronic Frontier Foundation 
454 Shotwell Street 
San Francisco, CA 94110 

Re: DHS/OS/PRIV 07-90/Hofmann request 

Dear Ms. Hofmann: 

This is our twentieth partial release to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the 
Department of Homeland Security (DHS), dated October 20, 2006, for DHS records concerning 
Passenger Name Records (PNR) from May 30, 2006, to the present including: 

1. Emails, letters, reports or other correspondence from DHS officials to European Union officials 
concerning the transfer and use of passenger data from air carriers to the US for prescreening 
purposes; 

2. Emails, letters, statements, memoranda or other correspondence from DHS officials to U.S. 
government officials or employees interpreting or providing guidance on how to interpret the 
undertakings; 

3. Records describing how passenger data transferred to the U.S. under the temporary agreement is 
to be retained, secured, used, disclosed to other entities, or combined with information from other 
sources; and 

4. Complaints received from EU citizens or official entities concerning DHS acquisition, 
maintenance and use of passenger data from EU citizens. 

In telephonic calls with counsel representing the Department of Homeland Security in December 2007, 
you agreed to narrow the scope of your request. The Government proposed that plaintiff eliminate non-
responsive material within email chains from the scope of the request. Plaintiff agreed that emails within 
an email chain containing no responsive material may be removed from the scope of the request, and 
further suggested that defendant may eliminate duplicative copies of emails that contain responsive 
material from the scope of the request. 

As we advised you in our December 7th partial release letter, we have completed our search for responsive 
documents, and all responsive documents have been processed except for the documents being held at 
DHS for classification review and the classified documents that were referred outside the agency for 
releasability review. 

We completed our review of 11 responsive documents, consisting of 61 pages, which were being held for 
possible classification. I have determined all of those documents are releasable in part. The releasable 
information is enclosed. The withheld information, which will be noted on the Vaughn index when 



completed, consists of properly classified information and deliberative materials. I am withholding this 
information pursuant to Exemptions 1, and 5 of the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. §§ 552 (b)(1), and (b)(5). 

FOIA Exemption 1 provides that an agency may exempt from disclosure matters that are (A) specifically 
authorized under criteria established by an Executive Order to be kept secret in the interest of national 
defense or foreign policy and (B) are in fact properly classified pursuant to such Executive Order. 
Portions of the withheld documents concern foreign government information relating to the national 
security and United States government programs and are classified under §§ 1.4(b), 1.4(c), 1.4(d), and 
1.4(g) of Executive Order 12958, as amended. 

FOIA Exemption 5 protects from disclosure those inter- or intra-agency documents that are normally 
privileged in the civil discovery context. The deliberative process privilege protects the integrity of the 
deliberative or decision-making processes within the agency by exempting from mandatory disclosure 
opinions, conclusions, and recommendations included within inter-agency or intra-agency memoranda or 
letters. The release of this internal information would discourage the expression of candid opinions and 
inhibit the free and frank exchange of information among agency personnel. The attorney-client 
privilege protects confidential communications between an attorney and his client relating to a legal 
matter for which the client has sought professional advice. It applies to facts divulged by a client to his 
attorney, and encompasses any opinions given by an attorney to his client based upon, and thus reflecting, 
those facts, as well as communications between attorneys that reflect client-supplied information. 

Our office continues to process your request insofar as it relates to the classified documents referred 
outside the agency and the remaining documents being held for DHS classification review. If you have 
any questions regarding this matter, please refer to DHS/OS/PRIV 07-90/Hofmann request. The DHS 
Privacy Office can be reached at 703-235-0790 or 1-866-431-0486. 

Thank you for your patience as we proceed with your request. / ^ 

'Sincerely,/ / / 

Vafwa T. LocRett 
As/ociate Director, Disclosure & FOIA Operations 

Enclosures: As stated, 61 pages 



Prioritized Issues: 

Operationally, CBP has provided carriers 3 options for making PNR data 
available: 1.) Pull; 2.) Real-time push (data is transmitted upon creation or at 72 
hours before the flight and any changes must be sent at the time they are made, or; 
3.) A scheduled method under which carriers transmit PNR per a set schedule. 
Under this third option the carrier must provide CBP with a functional, automated 
means of obtaining PNR data outside of the scheduled pushes. Merely having a 
POC to call and request an independent push is insufficient. 
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Discussion Document 
l.S-FC PNR Dialogue 

PjnjH>se; 

To provide talking points .m<i background inforiratum on the Passenger Xante Record (PNR) 
issue and related developments concerning !,r.\ enforcement information sharing with the 
European Union (EV). 
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Two converging events in Kit rope the iccenS European Court of Justice decision on the legality 
ot the f-L'-L'S PNK Agreement and a draft Id, Fnunewort- Decision on l-xchange of Criminal 
Data -• have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 

The SIM'S PNR Agraeaieni. As noted, in May 2004, after substantia! negotiations, the 
Department of Homeland Security entered into an agreement relating to the sharing of PNR 
information collected by air carriers flying to the I nited States from Europe. Central to the 
Agreement was a set of Undertakings made by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding 
how it would treat the PNR data transmitted to it.' Several of the limitations in those 
Untienakings significantly restrict US opportunities to use information for investigative and law-
enforcement purposes. 

The most significant of these limitations, from the DBS perspective, are the following..' fl/\ f 
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The ECJ PNR Case. The European Parliament (EP) filed two suits in the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 

On May 30,2006, the ECJ issued its opinion in the lawsuits. The opinion did not address the 
merits of the EU-US PNR Agreement or the role of the Parliament Rather, the decision turned 
on the lack of competence of the Commission and Council to enter into the Agreement in the 
first instance. The EU had based its authority on the so-called "First Pillar," which allows the 
EU to regulate trade and commercial matters. The ECJ held (as the US had argued earlier) that 
the requirement that PNR data be sent to the US was a law enforcement and national security 
matter. Such transfers, the court held, were excluded from the data protection directive 

H 1 This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on December 16, 
2006 ID Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in Support of Information 
Sharing Environment" 
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governing commercial data exports, if they -.no to be regulated, the court implied, it would have 
to be done under the 'Third Pillar." 

f \ i 
That is what the Hi, proposes to do. 1: has obtained authority from it.i 'viember States to erect 
>iibstuntially the same agreement on a n « fbondarion. !n order to meet the European (,'otirt of 
Justice deadline the Commission will >eek to codify its position over the next couple of weeks 
and then will call for agreement on the new arrangement by September 30. 
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"AV Proposals on .'Shariw; Law Knforvumcn; Inftirmalio.t. The i'NR negotiation:: will be 
closely intertwined with a broader effort to establish resinctive. El'-.vuje rules lot information 
sharing in the area of law enforcement. Last October the £(J put fonvard. two draft documents 
that concern data sharing and protection m the law enforcement coniext. They consist of a draft 
Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the retention of data and a 
proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal mutters. | 

b(5) 

Article 13 of the draft Framework Directive, which would have the force of law within the 
European Union, lays out procedural rules for information sharing between individual ELI 
member states.5 

For example, ihc Draft Decision contains previsions an lime limits for relcnnon of shared data, ensuring the 
accuracy of share*! data, logging and amiit trails, as welt as restrictions limiting further use of the data to the original 
purpose tor which it was lirsl transmitted. In effect, it borrows heavily from the I'NR Agreement ami the 
1 iidcrsafangs. 
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j i U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
Washington, DC 20528 

June 8. 200t 

ACTION 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Stewart Baker, Assistant Secretary for Policy ^P } 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

Paul Rosenzweig, Acting Assistant Secretary for Policy Development 
and Counselor to the Assistant Secretary for Policy \sJ j 

Michael Scardaville. Special Assistant and International Policy 
Advisor, PDEV (\j) 

SUBJECT: Assessment of the Commission 's.pioposed resolution of the PNR situation and 
recommended short term ac t iona l j 

Purpose V*0 

Background: The Commission's Proposal^ Uy 

(v) As previously reported, over the course of the next couple of weeks the Commission will seek a 
decision frora the European Council granting the Council Presidency (currently the Government of 
Austria but this position transfers to the Government of Finland on July 1), in close consultation with 
the Commission, authority to negotiate a new instrument with the United States on behalf of the 
European Union under Articles 24 and 38 of the Treaty on European Union. These same provisions 
were used in recent DOJ agreements with the EU on mutual legal assistance and cooperation with 
Europol and, as a result, their use has precedent in the area of law enforcement and security 
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( y ) Around the same dme that the Council Decision is being finalized, but definitely by June 30,2006, 
the Commission intends to notify DHS of its intent to terminate the agreement under the provisions 
of Article 7 of the Agreement, This is necessary to comply with the Court's decision to preserve the 
effect of the Commission's adequacy finding until September 30, 2006. 
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Time Constraints: 
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C*19\Q$*(\QL MS. Orpartmrnl of Homeland Security 
Wuhington, DC 20528 

>v Homeland 
Security 

Decembers, 2006. 

INFORMATION 

- Deleted: June 12. 2006 

j Deletm: Jonc 11.2006 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Stewart Baker, Assistant Secretary for Policy 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

Paul Rosenzweig, Acting Assistant Secretary for Policy Development 
and Counselor to the Assistant Secretary for Policy 

Michael Scardaville, SpeciaJ Assistant and International Policy 
Advisor, PDEV 

SUBJECT: Assessment of the Commission's proposed resolution of the PNR situation and 
recommended short term actions 

Purpose 

Background: The Commission's Proposal 
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The Commission's Goal: 

DNS Interests: 

C») 
1 This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on December 16.2006 
to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in Support of the Inrormalion 
Sharing Environment'' (ISA) 
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Time Constraints: 
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Critical Issues: 
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TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

b(5) 

Passenger Name Records and Law Enforcement Information Sharing - Negotiations 
With The European Union 

Purpose 

To provide >ou with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
related developments concerning law enforcement inl'ormution Taring w ith the European L nion 
lEU) in preparation for a mid-July "un-DC." 

Summary 

Before September 11, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes hound for 
die United States. After the attacks, airline-/ were required to provide information about their U.S.-
bound passengers. This information - name, contact information, and the like - was dra\wi from 
information supplied to the airline as part of die reservation process. DHS uses the information to 
•iCreen for no-fly violators and terrorist -atspeoti before die plane takes off. protecting against 
midflight hijackings and bombings. 

between Europe and the the '"'HBHIHIHHHHIiHM ^ 
has Song prohibited the export of personal data to .ourctnes whose legal protections are not 
"adequate" in the view of European data poae:tion authorities. While the L'.S. has man}- privacy 
laws, it does not have m overarching data protection regime that matches every aspecf of European 
law. ft has therefore been condemned AS inadequate by European standards, and commercial data 
transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted. European airlines feared (with reason,) that Ewopean 
data protection agencies would wow the PNR aonders m the same light and would impose lines and 
other penalties on airlines that provided lite PNR data to the U.S. Government. 

J$ 
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The PNR Agreement was challenged b> the European Parliament,;/:^y:.,..cr'(,):Jcd,ihat the 
Agreement was. insufficiently protective of EL' privacy rights,, On May 50 the European Court of 
Justice [ECS) struck down the Agreement, not on substantive grounds but on procedural ones. 
Under EU law, commercial issues are within the competence of the EU and fall under the "First 
Pillar" authority - the authority that the EU had relied on in altering the Agreement. The ECJ held 
that the L'S wanted PNR data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement 
and public security are not completely outside the EC's authority, but they fall within the "Third 
Pillar," where the authority of EU central institutions (the Commission, Parliament and Court of 
Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the Member States, 

The EU now plans to seek authority from die Member States to renegotiate the PNR Agreement 
under the Third Pillar. The Commission has portrayed this as a technical change that would put the 
same agreement back in place, albeit under a different legal authority. 

Background, 

Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
the EC-L'S PVR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data --
have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 



The most significant of these limitations, from our perspective are the following: C ** ; 
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' PNR can also be used and transferred to address signiflcant health risks under Paragraph 34. As 
noted below, despite this authorization the EU's Article 29 Working Party has concluded that CDC's plans to 
retain PNR data for health-related purposes violates EU law. 
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fa The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 
viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 
two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 

1 This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and the President's Memorandum issued on 
December 16, 2006 to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in 
Support of Information Sharing Environment." 



Unit is what the KU propose* to do. It is seeking authority to erect substantially the same agreement 
on a new foundation. in order lo meet the European Court of Justice deadline, the Commission will 
seek to codify its. position over the next couple of weeks and then >.vili call for agreement on the new 
arrangement by September aO. 

(C 

-^ ED Proposals on Sharing Law Enforcement infortunium. If that were all that is at stake, this 
\ \ u-otild be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. Rut i; is not. The PNR negotiations 
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H H H H H H H H H H H H H H '" , s t 'Goober die Id. forward three draft documents rhat b(5) 
concern data sharing and protection in die iau enforcement context. Ihey consist of a draft directive 
of die European Parliament and Council en die .-eteruion of data, a proposed Council decision on the 

pergonal data criminal .natters. : r - ' H H H H H H ^ B ^ 1 proposed "(5) 
Council decision on the exchange ol'J.'uv enforcement data between member ,tales and third patties. 

.Acting under the HIM Pillar, the W has also entered into a PNR .hanng agreement with Canada. In 
.'liiht of the EU's determination dixit the CS L'ndsr.tkinas pro- ided "adequate" privacy protections, die EC-
C.;r;aiJa aereerneiU laihonzcs Canada to -.h.ire P\'R iata receoea from the HI' 'Joui ihe t. S oven (hough tjie 
ECS has •.•truck down the tt.'-l.'S agreement, the to ' . .mterds that its ~im;l.ir .icre;.m::ol with (.' macla remains 
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For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions on time limits for retention of shared data, 
ensuring the accuracy of shared data, logging and audit trails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the 
data to the original purpose for which it was first transmitted. Fn effect, it borrows heavily from the PNR 
Agreement and the Undertakings. 

<to 

7 The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended 
to its transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision of the ECJ also annuls this decision by the Commission on 
the grounds that the Commission did not have the legal authority to grant it ( & 
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reaction to another L-'S inTiiutTvc relating tcCivflrTtTu. li jir passengers .ire exposed to a pandemic 
• train of avian flu. die government will need to locale .ill of the passengers and" crew, quickly So the 
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines so retain PNR for up to 60 da) s for •'-• 
that purpose. The top data protection authorities of i-urope. known .is the "Article 29 Working 
Party," have now decided th.it this sort of data retention violates El ! privacy directives, If given 
effect, the Working Party 's opinion would place air earners at legal jeopardy because of inconsistent 
legal regimes, it reflects a widespread El* view that privacy trumps even the critical public health 
.interests of the United States. o*tet«d: 

Analysis & Recommendat ion 
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' if jiopted. the Dr.-;ft Decision could conflict with a number ufbir.dini; eid non-binding information 
harme. jrrangemsnls that the l.'m'.ed States Mas -acned. for example. :-i; ha-, c -ueocd a 2003 Mutual Legal 
Wasianee. Agreement (Mi,A is -.nth the Europ e-ui I runn and .: 2001 irdorreac.ai Glaring agreement with 

i-uropoi (the £U-lcvcl police aeeney); with rcipec! to member .states, we sijincil a 20(Ji MLAT with 
Cermany, which builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other f U member states. I lie (miled 
States also lias many executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which 
critical information is currently being shared, I; 
agreements and member states must conform :ht 

L'nlike in 20(13, this risk is present nov, 
r'XR data is -a "aw enforcement matter. While f 
.-, ith the Common Market, la-A enforcement ana 
•.ommuuitv ievel and man) respifuibiiities >tiM 
•'ie aiea of law enforcement aid public security, 
precedents for further community involvement in oilier law enforcement main 

der ids law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and 
•ir -,-xl-tiiii' ,̂ »reeirscMS with die directive. 

hecae-te the Court has cc-ncka nely ruled that she transfer of 
iropt-an integration has been the areatest in areas associated 
public ecuf:') .s t :eiai!sth new area of activity at the 
'u! M the ;:f Member States. I he r t ' J firmly placed PNR m 
aid a.-, result, aliv action.- iafen in this area ale likely to et 
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Conclusion 

^ 

The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
ontinues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are 

working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of 
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DHS Priorities for Negotiation with the El^ CO) 

Cy/ With the expiration of the 2004 Agreement, there are several terras agreed to under the 2004 
Agreement that DHS would like to revisit. BeJow are the specific changes DHS would like to 
pursue in a new agreement on the transfer of PNR data, in order of priority. 
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ELEMENTS OF A COOPERATIVE SYSTEM FOR COLLECTING AND USING PNR 
DATA 

<»J 
Collection and Use of Passenger Name Record (PNR) 

1. The Participants may collect PNR from air carriers' reservation and departure 
/ M control systems located within the territory of another Participant for the purposes 

of preventing and combating terrorism and other crimes, as well as protecting the 
safety, health and security of airline passengers. 

2. Upon acquiring such data, the collecting agency or agencies of the Participants 
I li) may s n a r e o r otherwise provide access to other relevant authorities to accomplish 

the above purposes or as otherwise required by law. 

3. PNR data may be collected in a timeframe and a manner necessary for the 
/ \j \ purposes in paragraph 1 and may be retained as long as necessary for any 

purposes consistent with paragraph 1. 

Protection of PNR Data 

4. Each Participant collecting, using and processing PNR should provide notice to 
airline passengers, directly or through air carriers. The notice should explain the 
nature of the information collected and the uses to which it is put without 
disclosing information that would compromise legitimate security interests. 

5. A Participant receiving PNR data should use its best efforts to maintain all such 
personal data in a manner that provides security and protections comparable to the 
security and protections provided to such information concerning its own 
citizens. 

6. Each Participant should promptly respond to questions from members of the 
public, regardless of nationality, regarding data protection or the accuracy of PNR 
data collected by that Participant. 

7. PNR data revealing race, political opinions, or religious or other beliefs, or 
concerning health and sexual life, should be used only upon a determination by a 
Participant that such data is particularly relevant to a purpose set forth in 
paragraph 1. 

8. The Participants should take appropriate action under their administrative, civil, 
or criminal laws in the event of misuse, alteration, or deletion of. or unauthorized 
access to, the data by their employees, agents or third parties. 

International Cooperation 
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9. No Participant should interfere with another Participant's access to PNR collected 
by a third state and shared pursuant to mutual arrangement consistent with the 
purposes detailed in paragraph I. 

10. No Participant should interfere with an air carrier's ability to comply with rules, 
regulations or other orders governing access to PNR data that are issued by 
another Participant 

11. In the event that a Participant does not believe that another Participant is abiding 
by these Elements, the Participant should inform the other Participant of its intent 

f ,\\ to seek consultations. Restrictions on the collection, use and processing of data 
necessary for any of the purposes set forth in paragraph 1 should not be imposed 
in response to a perceived breach of these Elements if there is any significant 
possibility that the restrictions would increase the risk of a successful terrorist 
attack 

12. Participants should provide advance notice to each other of any action by a citizen 
or other entity (governmental or otherwise) that may challenge application of 
these Elements and should take all action to defend these Elements against 
challenge. 
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Attachment 1; Detailed Assessment of Critical Issues U) ) 
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( C t ) The USG is in the process of formulating ,.„ ^ response to the EU proposal. 
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Rii: Passenger Name Records and Law Enforcement information Sharing - Negotiations 
With The European l.'mon 

Purpose 

To provide r ou with background inforniarion on th? Passenger .Vame Record (PNR) Issue and 
related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
<KI.') in preparation lor a mid-July "un-DC." 

Summary 

Before September 1 !. the go* ernment knew ••• erv attic about the people getting on planes bound for 
the t.rifled States. After the attacks, amines v. ere required to pio\ nie Information about their U.S.-
bound passengers-. This information name, contact information, and the like - was drawn from 
rn!ormau< •n supplied to the airline as pait or' the reservation prneess DHS uses the in form ji ion :o 
screen for no-fly \ lolators arid terrorist -jspects before the plane takes .rtY. protecting against 
midfligiit hijacking ;md bombings. 

For flights between Karope and the I" >.. fhe data must be trade A tillable from Europe. EL' law has 
long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal protections arc not 
'adequate" .n the view of Furopean data protection authorities. While the U.S. has many privacy 

iav. s. it does not have an o\ erarcrunst data protection regime that corresponds to every aspect of 
huropean law. It has therefore been viewed as "inadequate" by European snindards, and commercial 
data transfers to the U S have long been restricted. European airlines feared (with reason) that 
uuropean data protection agencies would "-lew the PNR transfers ui the-same light and would 
.mpose fries ,md other penalties on airlines ihai provided the P.NK data to the U.S. Government. 



/ 
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The PVR Agreement -.'.as .ilso eentioversiai in Hurope li was challenged by the European 
Parliament n.s iitsufficeniiy protective of El.' privacy rights. On May '0 the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) struck dr-wn the Agreernem. But :t chose a ground that was Highly procedural - the 
equivalent under (,'S L* of'the Supreme Conn ducking, a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a 
l.-fw invalid because t exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. I'r.der EL' law, commercial 
issues tail within the jurisdiction of Ihe Eh' as part of its "First p-'ibr" autharity This is the authority 
'hat the El : relied on lit entering the Agreement The ECJ. however, held that the L'S vanted PNR 
data for law enforcement .md public security reasons, Law enforcement and public security are only 
partly vv ithin the Fli's authority; they fall under the "Third PiMar," w here the authority of EL' central 
.nsitttiii.'n.i (the Commission. Parliament ana Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority vs 
eft to the Member States. Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court 

p.iied it invalid but delayed the effective date of us decision until .September 30 in the hope that the 
jurisdictional problem could be quic.viy solved. Io cure the problem, the EU plans to seek authority 
from the Member States re renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. The Commission 
has portrayed this as a technical change that would put the same agreement back in place, albeit 
under a different legal authority. 



Background 

/ . Two converging events in Europe - the recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
/ (y j the EC-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data -

have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 

( ' U : The most significant of these limitations, from our perspective are the fo„owing: 





V 
) The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 
) viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 

two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement. 
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'.{:idop!cd, the Draa Decision could cunrlivi with i number L>r"binding .m<J non-btnding mtbrmation 
dianng arrangements ihat the L'nited Slates has signed. !':r example, we have signed a 2001 Mutual Legal 
Assistance Agreement (MI.AT) with the European I 'nion .mi) a .'001 information sharing agreement vith 
t.uropoi (thei;I.'-,'cvel police -igency); with respect to manner suites, we signed a .'00.3 ML A f with 
'iermany. -vhich builds or. numerous other ML A fs already in foneuiih other f:L" member states. The United 
-rates also his m.itiy executive igreerncnts .ind memoranda olundersturujing <vtth member smtes jm.'er 'shich 
-'iricai •nwr-satiiin •<; currently being shared I "r:dei Eb l.r*. directives supersede bilateral treaties ind 
lereercieiits and .Tfichtr sUtes :r,jy, conk.rm ;.he,r ciiitiric i.re«.-me.r,i>, v<rh the direct:', e 
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" Conversely. Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for public health purposes and neither 
the Commission or the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DIIS-HHS MOU. 
" Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of 
PNR data is a law enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated 
with the Common Market, law enforcement and public security is J relatively new area of activity at the 
community level and many responsibilities still fall to the EU Member States. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in 
the area of law enforcement and public security, and as result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set 
precedents for further community involvement in other law enforcement matters. 

S 



Conclusion 

The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are 
working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of 
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Court of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so mat the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 
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DISCUSSION DOCUMENT 
iBiysis of United States Interests in the U.S.-EU PNR dialogue 

Department of Homeland Security 

./iiiy 2G06 

!mms& 

To provide you with background information on the Passenger Name Record (PNR) issue and 
related developments concerning law enforcement information sharing with the European Union 
(EU) <n preparation for a mid-July "iin-BC." 

Mammary 

Before September i i, the government knew very little about the people getting on planes bound for 
die United States. After the attacks, airlines were required to provide information about their U.S.-
bound passengers. Some of this information - name, contact information, and the like - was drawn 
from in&nnation supplied to the airline as part of the reservation process, DHS uses the information 
to screen for no-fly violators and terrorist suspects ytior to arrival, and even before the plane takes 
off1, protecting sgainst mid- lit gilt hijackings and bombings. 

For flights between Europe and the U.S., the data must be made available from European air carriers. 
EU law has long prohibited the commercial export of personal data to countries whose legal 
protections have not been deemed "adequate" in the view of European data protection authorities. 
While the U.S. has many privacy laws, it does not have an overarching data protection regime that 
corresponds to every aspect of European law. It has therefore been viewed as ''inadequate5' by 
European standards, and commercial data transfers to the U.S. have long been restricted by the lack 
of a broad adequacy finding. While the EU lacks similar requirements for the transfer of law 
enforcement information between the EU and third parties, a Framework Decision is currently being 
considered that would mirror the requirements applied in the commercial realm. 

C8P m;iy »utora»rically «c<:es8 PNR data from Buicpeaa carriers up Lo 72 hoars in wivaace of a flight. During this 
pre-departure period, information is scsresned against CBP lurer-sated systems and risk scores begin to be generated, in 
iorne cases, particularly airports vAvn'e CBP matnttinis sio?«s*;ncs through the Immigration -Advisory Program, 
coordinated law Enforcement action is also planned in advance with >oaai authorities. Analysis coatinues up to am'vai 
li'td is further supported by the coHcctior of manifest Liforrnaiiofi. 
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TEie FNR: Agreement was also controversial in Europe. It "was challenged by the European 
Parliament as insufficiently protective of EU privacy rights. On May 30 the European Court of 
Justice (ECJ) struck down the Agreement But it chose a ground that was highly procedural - the 
equivalent under US law of the Supreme Court ducking a Fourth Amendment challenge by finding a 
law invalid because it exceeded Congress's Commerce Clause power. Under EU law, commercial 
issues fall within the jurisdiction of the EU as part of its "First Pillar" authority. This is the authority 
that the EU relied on in entering the Agreement The ECJ, however, held that the US wanted PNR 
data for law enforcement and public security reasons. Law enforcement and public security are 
exempt from the EU's commercial data protection laws and are only partly within the EU's 
authority. Instead, they fall under the "Third Pillar," where the authority of EU central institutions 
(the Commission, Parliament and Court of Justice) is more limited and more authority is left to the 
Member States. This finding by the Court also eliminates the uncertainty mat led to the signing of 
the agreement in the first place, specifically the fear that some Member States might bring action 
against air carriers under the commercial legal framework. 

V) 

If 

[ ^ 

Because the agreement was entered under the wrong authority, the Court ruled it invalid but delayed 
the effective date of its decision until September 30 an the hope mat the jurisdictional problem could 
be quickly solved. To cure the problem, the EU has obtained authority from the Member States to 
renegotiate the PNR Agreement under the Third Pillar. As required by the Agreement, the EU also 
notified the United States that it will terminate the current Agreement on September 30,2006 and 
has set a goal of establishing a new agreement by this date. The USG received a proposed 
replacement text from the Finnish Presidency on July 19th, although Commission officials have 
indicated that this draft may not be final.3 Commission representatives have portrayed their proposal 
as a technical change mat would put the same agreement back in place, albeit under a different legal 
authority. 

1CBP can abate PNR data wim other law enforcement agencies, bat only on » case-by-caBe basil and only for the 
pnrpose of combadng terrorism and aerioos transnational Crimea. TbJa restriction prevents P ^ information from being 
shared m balk with the intelligence and law enforcement community, and it denies those agencies direct access to die 
records. Broader access would allow other agencies to look for patterns in dhe travel of individuals not deemed to be 
high risk and to assess connections between passengers. ICB, for example, has expressed its frustration over losing 
access to this information. 
3 Bom die Departments of State and Homeland Security have a number of questions regarding the legal impact of a 

l A l variety of wording choices, including references to the European Convention on Human Rights. Additional policy 
analysis is underway and our response will be driven by the decisions of die Deputies. ^ 
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Background C"J 
Two converging events in Europe - die recent European Court of Justice decision on the legality of 
the EU-US PNR Agreement and a draft EU Framework Decision on Exchange of Criminal Data -
have major implications for US law enforcement and security. 

The EU-US PNR Agreement. As noted, in May 2004, after substantial negotiations, the 
Department of Homeland Security entered into an agreement relating to the sharing of PNR 
information collected by air carriers flying to the United States from Europe. The Agreement was 
intended to resolve a perceived conflict between EU law (which limits the sharing of personal 
information collected by commercial entities with governmental entities) and US law (which 
required the collection and dissemination of PNR data). Central to the Agreement was a set of 
Undertakings made by Customs and Border Protection (CBP) regarding how it would treat the PNR 
data transmitted to it Several of the limitations in those Undertakings significantly restrict US 
opportunities to use information for investigative and law enforcement purposes. 
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The ECJ PNR Case. The Agreement was no less controversial in Brussels. Disturbed over what it 
viewed as an attack on personal privacy and its own authority, the European Parliament (EP) filed 
two suits in the European Court of Justice (ECJ) challenging the information sharing arrangement 

On May 30,2006, the ECJ issued its opinion in the lawsuits. The opinion did not address the merits 
of the EU-US PNR Agreement or the role of the Parliament Rather, the decision turned on the lack 
of competence of the Commission and Council to enter into the Agreement in the first instance. The 
EU had based its authority on the so-called "First Pillar," which allows the EU to regulate trade and 
commercial matters. The ECJ held (as the US had argued earlier) that the requirement that PNR data 
be sent to the US was a law enforcement and national security matter. Such transfers, the court held, 
were excluded from the data protection directive governing commercial data exports. If they are to 
be regulated, the court implied, it would have to be done under the "Third Pillar."8 

* This concern is consistent with Executive Order 13388 and die President's Memorandum issued on December 16, 2006 
to Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies on "Guidelines and Requirements in Support of Information Sharing 
Environment'' 

b(D 

* Acting under the First Pillar, die EU has also entered into a PNR sharing agreement with Canada, m light of the EU's 
determinatioTi that die US Undertakings provided "adequate" privacy protections, the EU-Canada agreement authorizes 
Canada to share PNR data received from the EU with the US. Even though the ECJ has struck down die EU-US 
agreement, the EU contends that its similar agreement with Canada remains in effect Some Canadian government 

SE£fCl 



That is what the EU proposes to do. ft has obtained authority from Its Member States to erect 
substantially the same agreement OK a new foundation. In order to meet the European Court of 
Justice deadline the Commission will ss'5;k to codify its position over the next couple of weeks and 
then will call for agreement on the new arrangement by September 30. 

IS?J Proposal® 08i Sharing Law Safei-cei-aieaC Srafemafcioa. If that were all that is at stake, this 
would be an interesting diplomatic and legal problem for DHS. But it is not. The PNR negotiations 
will be closely intertwined with a broader effort to establish restrictive, BU-wide rules for 
information sharing in the area of law enforcement Last October the EU put forward two draft 
documents that concern data sharing -md promotion in the law enforcement context They consist of 
: draft Framework Directive of the European Parliament and Council on the retention of data and a 
proposed Council decision on the protection of personal data in criminal matters. 

•sources we concerned, however, that the aajencs o f a "siequscy" finding (which is a First Pillar concept) roay now 
have the effect at prohibiting US-Caaada information sharing derived from SU-originated flights. 

* For example, the Draft Decision contains provisions oa rime limits for retention of shared data, ensuring the accuracy 
of shared data, togging and audit {rails, as well as restrictions limiting further use of the data to the original purpose for 
•.vhich it was first transmitted. In effect, it borrows "leavily from the PNR Agreement and the Undertakings. 
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Communicable Diseases. One indicator of the extent to which EU data protection authorities 
prioritize the expansion of such roles over public safety concerns can be found in the European 
reaction to another US initiative relating to avian flu. If air passengers are exposed to a pandemic 
strain of avian flu, the government will need to locate all of the passengers and crew, quickly. So the 
Centers for Disease Control has proposed a rule requiring airlines to retain PNR. for up to 60 days for 
that purpose: The top data protection authorities of Europe, known as the "Article 29 Working 
Party," have now decided that this sort of data retention violates EU privacy directives. If given 
effect, the Working Party's opinion would place air carriers legal jeopardy because of inconsistent 

f \ " The adequacy finding granted to the U.S. was specific to the transfer of PNR data and only extended to its 
( 1/ J transmission to CBP. The May 30* decision of the ECJ abo annuls this decision by the Commission on the grounds that 

J the Commission did not have tbe legal authority to grant it 
12 If adopted without tbe offered exemptions, the Draft Decision could conflict wim a number of binding and non-
binding information sharing arrangements that die United States has signed. For example, we have signed a 2003 
Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement (MLAT) with the European Union and a 2001 information sharing agreement with 
Europol (the EU-levcI police agency); with respect to member states, we signed a 2003 MLAT with Germany, which 
builds on numerous other MLATs already in force with other EU member states. The United States abo has many 
executive agreements and memoranda of understanding with member states under which critical information is currently 
being shared Under EU law, directives supersede bilateral treaties and agreements and member states must conform 
their existing agreements to the directive. 
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legal regimes. It reflects a widespread EU view that privacy trumps even the critical public health 
interests of the United States. 

Analysis & Recommendation (\j) 

& 

13 Conversely, Paragraph 34 of the Undertakings allows for the exchange of PNR for pablic beahfa purposes and neither 
the Commission nor the Article 29 Committee have challenged the DHS-HHS MOU. 
14 Unlike in 2003, this risk is present now because the Court has conclusively ruled that the transfer of-PNR data is a law 
enforcement matter. While European integration has been the greatest in areas associated with the Common Market, law 
enforcement and public security'is a relatively new area of activity at the community level and many responsibilities still 
fell to the EU Member States. The ECJ firmly placed PNR in the area of law enforcement and public security, and as 
result, any actions taken in this area are likely to set precedents for further community involvement in other law 
enforcement matters. - _ _ /, 
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Conclusion 
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The USG has a paramount interest in ensuring that law enforcement and border control information 
continues to flow to the United States. In creating the Information Sharing Environment we are 
working to break down walls that restrict the sharing of information between Federal agencies. 

Vj 

The PNR Agreement that the US signed with the EU in 2004 is an example of the old-style artificial 
limitation. We entered into the PNR Agreement based upon the EU's argument that the export of 
commercial information was subject to special restrictions under EU law. The European Court of 
Justice has now held that the information is law enforcement information, not commercial 
information, so that the rationale for the agreement has now dissolved. 

11 Excluding Canada and Mexico, flights originating in these five countries comprise nearly a quarter of all international 
I \y j flights arriving in the United States. In terms of global traffic, flights arriving from the UK rank third (after Canada and 

Mexico). Germany is 6*; France 9*; the Netherlands 10*; and Italy 17th. 
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Excerpt from EU Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC (24 October 1995) 

Excerpt from Draft Council Framework Decision on the protection of personal data 
processed in the framework of police and judicial cooperation in criminal matter 
(October 2005) 


